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Working with Struggling Readers:
Supporting Their Development of Critical
Building Blocks
BY CHARLENE GENTRY
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hen it comes to reading, what should teachers assess? What do they need to know about students in
rder to best meet their specific needs? The International Reading Association (2003) has identified six
mponents of reading that are considered critical to a child's success: 1) phonemic awareness, 2) word
identification and phonics, 3) fluency, 4) vocabulary and background knowledge, 5) comprehension strategies,
and 6) motivation. It is important that teachers have a sound understanding of these components because
each provides an essential building block for literacy and because children's reading difficulties often stem
from one or more of these sources. In this article, we describe the important role that each component plays in
reading. We then provide a set of ideas that can be used to support readers who struggle with each component.

Phonological and Phonemic
Awareness
Phonological awareness is the "ability to pay attention to, identify, and reflect on various sounds of
speech .... " (Bear, Invernizzi, Templeton, & Johnston, 2004). When considering phonological awareness, oral rather than written language is the focus.
The following three levels of phonological awareness
are important to developing literacy. (See Table 1 on
page 1 7 for further illustration.)

•

Syllable awareness. Recognition that
speech can be divided into syllables.
Example: /cat/ /nip/

•

•

Onset and rime awareness. Recognition
that syllables can be divided into onsets and
rimes. Onset refers to the initial consonant(s)
in a syllable; rime refers to the remaining
vowel(s) and consonant(s).
Example: /c/ /at/ /n/ /ip/
Phonemic awareness. Recognition that
words are made up of individual phonemes.
Phonemes are the smallest units that compose spoken language.
Example: /c/ /a/ /t/ In/ Iii Ip/

Two main reasons for the importance of phonological
awareness are: 1) when children can segment spoken
words into component parts, they have developed a
useful competency for writing; and 2) when letters,
onsets, and rimes appear in written text and children
can blend them together again, they have developed
a useful competency for reading.
Phonemic awareness, shown above as falling under
the phonological awareness umbrella, has recently
received much attention in the research literature.
We know that phonemic awareness is a good predictor of beginning reading success (Cunningham 1995,
2001; Diamond & Mandel, 1996). In fact, it may be
a better predictor than "tests of general intelligence,
reading readiness, and listening comprehension"
(Diamond & Mandel 1996, n.p.).
Children can develop phonemic awareness by playing with sounds, especially rhyme and alliteration.
However, children do not necessarily develop this
sensitivity spontaneously (Caldwell & Leslie, 2005).
Children benefit from observing and participating
while teachers purposefully model how to segment
words while writing and blend phonemes or onsets
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and rimes while reading and from activities such
as rhyming or sound-sorting games. Research
shows that the most successful phonemic awareness instruction for beginning readers focuses on
both phoneme segmentation and phoneme blending
(Golfus & Johnson-Beach, 2000).
Instruction in both segmentation and blending in
connection with instruction in letter-sound relation-
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ships can have a positive effect on reading achievement (Golfus & Johnson-Beach, 2000). Current
research indicates that children should be taught to
use actual print as they learn to segment and blend
the sound units in spoken words (National Reading
Panel, 2000). In other words, they should be encouraged to develop phonics knowledge and phonological
awareness at the same time.

Table 1. Components of Phonological Awareness

Examples

Level

Definition

Syllable
Awareness

Recognition that speech can be divided
into syllables.

Onset and Rime
Awareness

Phonemic
Awareness

Recognition that syllables can be divided
into onsets and rimes. Onset refers to
the initial consonant(s) in a syllable;
rime refers to the remaining vowel(s) and
consonant(s).

Recognition that words are made up of
individual phonemes. Phoneme refers to
the smallest individual unit of sound.

•

/my/ /ma/ /ma/ /likes/ /soft//
gum/ /drops/

•
•
•

•

/bl like/
/1/ /oft/
Im/ louse/
Ir/ light/

•
•
•

/bl Iii /kl
/1/ I of /fl !ti
/w/ /a/ /v/

Assessment Considerations
Children who are phonologically aware can identify and supply rhymes.
• Can and ran sound alike.
• Bee rhymes with me.
Children who are phonologically aware can alliterate words.
• Talk, tan, and tiger begin with the same sound.
• Munchkin begins with same sound as mouse, my, and me.
Children who are phonologically aware can segment a word into sound units.
• Syllables: shipping into /ship/ /ping/
• Onsets and rimes: ship into /sh/ /ip/
• Phonemes: ship into /sh/ /i/ /p/
Children who are phonologically aware can blend sound units to form a word.
• Syllables: /ship/ /ping/ into shipping
• Onsets and rimes: /sh/ /ip/ into ship
• Phonemes: /sh/ /i/ Ip/ into ship
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Word Identification and Phonics
While phonological awareness refers to the ability
to identify and analyze sound units as they occur in
spoken language, phonics knowledge refers to the
ability to identify and analyze sound units as they
occur in written language. Thus, phonological awareness supports the use of phonics. Phonics knowledge
is essential to proficient reading: it allows readers
to analyze unknown words and to confirm their
word-level predictions as they are reading. Equally
important to reading is a child's automatic recognition of words.
Phonics knowledge and automatic recognition of
words are essential to reading, but it is also important for teachers to understand that word identification is supported by much more than phonics
knowledge and automatic word recognition. Word
identification is characterized by a continual monitoring of meaning. Proficient readers continually
think ahead, using what they know about language
structure (syntax) and the developing meaning
(semantics) to anticipate what is coming next. So, if
they come to text that reads, The cat chased the _ __
they can reasonably predict that the missing word
is a noun (they can use their knowledge of sentence
structure), and they can reasonably predict that the
missing word is something that the cat might chase
(they can use the developing meaning). If the word
in question is unknown, looking for known parts can
facilitate the predicting process. A word beginning
with m would yield a different prediction than a
word beginning with d. Predictions based on structure, meaning, and phonics make word identification
efficient.
When good readers lose meaning (The cat chased the
more.) they monitor, using structure, meaning, and
phonic cues to cross check to get back on track. A
cross check involves thinking almost simultaneously
along three lines: Does that sound right (language
structure)? Does it make sense (meaning)? Does it
look right (phonics)?
Effective phonics instruction helps students apply
their phonics knowledge to words appearing in
connected text. Children are instructed in text
processing (including the use of phonics) as they
read and respond to text throughout the day: at the
whole-class level, often through shared reading of
big books, poetry, picture books, and chapter books;
as they read individually and in small groups-with
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text that is challenging but achievable to decode and
comprehend; and as they read independently and
with partners and groups of peers.
Word study is often a part of this process. Word
study involves examining words to discover their
regularities, patterns, and conventions. For example,
a group of first-grade students might list all of the
words they can think of with the long e vowel sound
and then categorize the words in columns based
on differences in how they are spelled (seed, lead,
me, bee). The students could then use this list as a
reference during writing. For phonics instruction to
be most effective, it must be embedded within the
context of a total reading-language arts program.
Meaningful contexts create a memory hook for
phonics knowledge to be internalized and used
effectively (Braunger & Lewis, 2006).

Fluency
Fluency is a term used to describe effortless reading
that is characterized by appropriate pacing and
prosody. Fluent readers
recognize words and phrases instantly
on sight. Very little cognitive energy is
expended in decoding the words. This
means, then, that the maximum amount of
cognitive energy can be directed to the all
important task of making sense of the text.
(Rasinski, 2003, p.26)
Becoming fully literate depends on quick recognition
of words, which allows readers to focus their attention on making meaning (Bear et al; 2004).
According to Nathan & Stanovich (1991), fluent
readers need three things: 1) a large store of automatically recognized words, 2) effective strategies for
analyzing unfamiliar words, and 3) the understanding that the purpose of reading is making meaning.
In order to develop these competencies, it is necessary that children read extensively, continually
meeting both new and known words and that they
have many, many opportunities to read for meaning.

Vocabulary and Background
Knowledge
When speaking of reading, vocabulary is typically
defined as the storehouse of word meanings that we
draw on to interpret and comprehend written text.
A reading vocabulary refers to the words a reader
knows and can use to understand written text. This
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is not to be confused with a sight vocabulary, which
refers to a child's automatic recognition of words
rather than to word meanings.
Vocabulary is important to reading because knowing
the meanings of words facilitates reading comprehension. For example, a child who knows the meaning of the word vibration will have an easier time
understanding a written text about how sharks feed
than a child who does not. A child who knows the
meaning of gills will have an easier time understanding a text about how sharks breathe than a child
who does not. However, it is important to recognize
that vocabulary is learned as a concept, not a word.
To learn the meaning of a word such as vibration,
it helps to experience the concept in many contexts.
Children need to see vibrations, feel vibrations, and
read about and discuss different types of vibrations,
considering their usefulness (or lack of usefulness)
in varying situations. "In order to know a word we
must have at least as strong an understanding of the
context as we do the definition" (Brozo 2003, p. 4 7).
When a reader has prior knowledge of a concept, the
known vocabulary in the text supports the meaning
making. When a child has little prior knowledge of
a concept, the new or unfamiliar vocabulary is likely
to get in the way of meaning making. Vocabulary
matters to the reader. It is important to not assume
that, because a child does not comprehend a text,
comprehension strategies must not be in place. The
issue could instead be that the child is not familiar
enough with the concepts and vocabulary of the text.
Children develop vocabulary through everyday
experiences such as listening to and participating
in conversations, making and doing things with
family members, going places with family members,
listening to stories, watching television, listening
to varied texts read aloud, and reading. Researchers suggest that we learn words primarily through
implicit means, not necessarily through explicit
teaching (Caldwell & Leslie, 2005). We recommend
that vocabulary instruction occur within the context
of meaningful experiences, including reading experiences.

Comprehension Strategies
Comprehending is making meaning. It is grappling
with ideas by using what we know and feel, creating
mental images, making connections to characters
and events, questioning, evaluating, and think-
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ing through ideas. Comprehension strategies are
what readers (and listeners) use to make meaning.
Ultimately, readers use a range of strategies flexibly
before, during, and after any given reading event,
emphasizing the ones most needed to suit their
purposes. Children develop such strategies as they
read for authentic purposes.
Table 2 on page 20 lists a set of comprehension
strategies that may be encouraged and assessed
as children read and listen. Children should apply
the strategies as they engage with multiple genres,
including fiction, nonfiction, poetry, and computer
media.
Pearson (Diamond & Mandel, 1996) suggests that
good comprehension instruction includes:
•

teacher-directed instruction in comprehension strategies that includes both modeling
and guided practice;

•

ample time for reading-in order to have
regular practice, acquire new knowledge, and
build vocabulary; and

•

opportunities for discussing what is read
with the teacher and peers.

Also important to comprehension instruction is
supporting the development of metacognitive readers-readers who think about their understanding
and use repair strategies when they have a breakdown in comprehension. "If our goal is to help students become strategic and thoughtful readers, then
we must make clear to students what skillful readers
do" (Villaume & Brabham, 2002, p. 672).

Motivation
Motivation is another factor influencing readers.
There are two types of motivation: extrinsic and
intrinsic. Extrinsic motivation is the enticement
to participate in an activity because of an external
reward-and has been found to have limited longterm impact. Intrinsic motivation is an internal
disposition to do something and is activated from
within. To support the development of self-regulated, lifelong learners, educators focus on creating
classroom cultures in which intrinsic motivation can
develop and thrive. Lyons (2003) recommends that
educators create and structure learning environments that:
•

provide a warm, supportive interpersonal
relationship with each child;
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•

provide activities in which children can
meet with others and discuss their thinking,
experiences, and learning;

•

allow personal choice and encourage students
to express what they think and feel about
texts;

•

have set boundaries and expectations for
behaviors; and

•

encourage children to take risks without fear
of failure.

We also recommend using interest inventories to find
out about students' reading tastes and preferences,
talking with children about the types of material
they enjoy, finding out what they want to learn and
read about, and working their interests into the
curriculum. When children are motivated to read,
instruction in all critical areas becomes much easier
and more meaningful.

Supporting Struggling Readers
Ultimately, the six components of reading described
in this article integrate to shape who children are as
readers. Phonological awareness, word identification,
fluency, comprehension, vocabulary and background
knowledge, and motivation interact to impact what
every reader does. Therefore, each component is
worthy of your attention as you assess. Difficulty
in one area can lead to difficulties in other areas.
Strength in one area can lead to strengths in other
areas. The more insight you can develop into your
students' knowledge and dispositions in each critical
component area, the better able you will be to fine
tune your instruction to meet their individual needs.
For students who struggle with any one of the
reading components, beginning to tailor lessons to
address that area can help the child make improvements. However, because all of the components interact to develop a meaning-oriented, fluent, strategic

Table 2. Comprehension Strategies
Comprehension
What it Involves
Strategy
Connect/Use
What You Know

Using what you know (personal connections/ knowledge) to build
meaning from text

Predict

•
•

Fiction: Predicting plot development or story sequence
Nonfiction: Predicting content, sequence, what author will teach

•
•

Tracking meaning
Taking action/using repair strategies when meaning is lost
(rereading, rethinking, questioning, using illustrations and text
features, discussing)

•
•
•

Mentally representing book ideas using all of the senses
Picturing what it would be like to ''be there."

Monitor

Visualize
Question

•
Infer

•

•
•
•
•
•

Asking questions about items such as content, language, quality,
and the author's perspective
Searching for answers to particular questions
Reading ''between the lines"
Intuiting information that the author did not tell

Deciding what's important
Summarizing
Rethink key ideas
Synthesizing
Retelling
..
Source: Owock1, G. (2007). Literate days: Reading and writing with preschool and primary
children. Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann
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reader, we recommend that, as often as possible,
you teach toward the skills and strategies in each
category in an integrated fashion-or within a real
writing or reading context. For example, a teaching
strategy to develop phonemic awareness involves
reading nursery rhymes and discussing and playing
around with their rhyming and alliterative possibilities. As the children become familiar with the oral
rhymes, a teacher might display those rhymes in
print, pointing to words while reading, talking about
the written words, and talking about their letters
and associated sounds. This process helps children
attach the sounds they have developed orally to
print contexts. To help children develop text-processing fluency, a teacher might write the individual
sentences of the rhyme so that children can read
each one separately, focusing on automaticity and
prosody. She might also work with the children to
study interesting vocabulary from the rhymes by
creating concept maps. Children might then retell
the rhymes through graphic organizers, role-playing,
or other means.
Along with working to teach skills and strategies
within a meaningful context, we recommend that
you work to maintain a constant focus on ensuring
a classroom culture in which students enjoy the
atmosphere and conditions of their learning and,
therefore, develop an intrinsic motivation to read.
Classrooms can and should be warm places that are
full of successes for each student because it is in such
environments that learning can thrive. However,
students need to be taught "to experience the power
of strenuous effort as they grapple with sometimesdifficult material" (Braunger & Lewis, 2006, p. 143).
Our responsibility as educators is to equip students
with the tools and determination to continue to grow
as readers, which includes learning to interact with
increasingly more difficult texts, in increasingly
more sophisticated ways.
Table 3, which begins on page 23, provides a set of
teaching strategies listed separately for each critical
area, with the idea that the teacher will plan for
instructional integration across categories.

Pulling It Together
Most proficient readers experience a successful
integration of the six critical components of reading
described in this article. But it is important to keep
in mind that children move toward such proficiency
in different ways and at individual paces. They come
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to your classroom with varied prior knowledge and
ways of coming to know. Their attitudes about reading vary, and they are motivated by different topics
and types of texts. They use different strategies for
approaching text and for solving problems when
meaning breaks down. Because children differ, we
must differentiate their instruction.
To best support the readers in your care, we recommend that you begin with kidwatching. Kidwatching
(Owocki & Goodman, 2002) is a process of observation and evaluation that involves coming to understand what each student knows and can do and then
building instruction based on the observed competencies and needs. The chief purpose of this type of
assessment is to improve student learning. One way
to organize your kidwatching is to start with the
six elements described in this article. How are your
students doing in each area? How do you (or will
you) assess each? And which strategies fromTable
3 would best connect with your students and meet
their needs? It is likely that as you consider such
an approach, you will find that there are already
areas in which you are doing well and other areas
that you will want to improve. Keep moving forward
and thinking about what you need to know about
your students to provide meaningful, well-tailored,
engaging classroom experiences. Every effort makes
a difference.
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Table 3. Fifty Instructional Strategies
Phonological and Phonemic Awareness
• Oral Language Study. Teacher reads aloud tongue twisters, nursery rhymes, or jump rope rhymes,
orally highlighting and discussing with children the rhyming or alliterative words.
• Picture Sorts. Students sort pictures according to initial (onset) or end (rime) sounds. More advanced
readers may sort according to medial or vowel sounds. Use any pictures available.
• Word Play. Students create new words by manipulating phonemes in picture cards (e.g., picture card of
a log can be changed to a new word frog by manipulating the phoneme /1/ to /fr/).
• Sound Manipulation. Children use Elkonin boxes (empty boxes used to visually represent the sounds
in a word) to play around with segmenting and blending sounds.
• Listening for Sounds. Teacher writes as children listen to the language used to stretch words and
select letters and letter patterns to match the sounds. (This activity integrates phonological awareness
and phonics.)
Word Identification and Phonics
• Writing. Children write stories, lists, notes, etc. As they stretch unknown words to hear the sounds,
they record the appropriate letters or letter patterns.
• Building Words. Children use magnetic letters to build words. They touch each letter, say the sound,
and blend to say the complete word.
• Alphabet Books. Children create an alphabet book by writing or drawing to correspond with the
selected letter.
• Alphabet Strip Lesson. Children are taught to use alphabet strips to support writing.
• Alphabet Mat Activities. Children are given a mat with the alphabet printed across the paper. The
children place plastic letters along the arc. Various activities have the children identify the letters,
sounds, and words beginning with those letters/sounds. The activities can be done in whole group, small
groups, or centers.
• Team Reading. The teacher uses literacy assessments to choose books that will target the students'
literacy needs. Students take turns reading pages or entire texts.
• Shared Reading. The teacher uses big books, charts, or multiples copies of texts to demonstrate
concepts about print and reading strategies, inviting children to participate in the reading.
• Reading. The teacher uses literacy assessments to choose particular books that target the students'
literacy needs.
• Word Wall Activities. Students group words in various ways, depending on what is being read and
discussed in the classroom. They may group by onsets, rimes, vowel sounds, spellings, etc.
• Language Experience Stories. Students dictate a story to the teacher. The teacher provides the
student with a neat copy, which is read again and again. The piece may be illustrated, and may be used
to select words for word study.
Vocabulary and Background Knowledge
• Word of the Day. Teacher and students choose a word from the curriculum or one that is important
in the students' lives. The teacher explicitly defines the word and guides the children to see the word in
active operation. The children write what they learned about the word and how it connects to their lives.
• Concept Sorts. Students sort or categorize words into groups that go together. For example: Weather
Words- mist, breeze, squall, cloudy, cumulus, stratus, and sleet could be presented with words such as
hibernate, home, environment, ponds, moss, and parks.
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•
•

Word Maps (Semantic Maps; Concept Maps, Definition Maps). Students connect words to literature, the
world, and life experiences.
List-Group-Share. List-Students brainstorm words that relate to a topic; Group-Students group the
words into categories; Share-Students share the lists with other groups.

Fluency
• Visual-Auditory-Kinesthetic-Tactile Approach. Children choose a word they need to practice for
fluency. They trace, touch, say, and then write the word from memory.
• Repeated Reading. Children choose and reread their favorite texts.
• Echo Reading. The teacher reads a section of a passage, using appropriate phrasing and prosody. A
student or students using their copies of the passage echo the teacher's reading.
• Paired Reading. A more advanced reader is paired with a less advanced reader. They read a passage
aloud together, either at the same time or sequentially with the stronger reader going first.
• Choral Reading:. The teacher and students read the text together.
• Computer and Tape-Recorded Readings. Students listen while following along with the print.
• Performance Reading. Students choose engaging short passages to perform. They use these passages
to practice reading with proper intonation, phrasing, and expression.
• Readers Theatre. Scripts are read by students over and over for fluency not memorization. Students
read with expression and enthusiasm.
• Radio Reading. Using short familiar texts, students practice parts in class and practice at home. For
the presentations, the classroom is set up like a radio station.
• Fluency Development Lesson (Caldwell & Leslie, 2005). The teacher reads a short text (50-150
words) to the students as they follow along on their own selections; students and teacher discuss the
selection and the teacher's expression during reading and then chorally read the text several times.
Then, the students form prearranged pairs and take turns reading the selection. Finally, individual or
group volunteers perform the selection for the class.
Comprehension
• Character Connections. Students are guided to discuss connections between story characters and
discuss how connections help them understand the story and the characters' perspectives.
• Story Frames/Story Maps. Students use illustrations or writing to map story elements.
• Prediction Chart. Students make predictions based on title, pictures, and sections of text. Students
read on to confirm their predictions.
• Literature Discussion Groups. Groups of students discuss a text that the teacher has read aloud.
To facilitate the discussion, the group performs a task together, such as creating a story map or an
illustration that conveys the plot.
• Response Logs. Students learn a variety of options for responding to literature, such as evaluating,
recording questions, documenting what was learned, or documenting parts deemed interesting.
• Graphic Organizers for Rethinking: Students rethink what they have read in fiction and nonfiction
texts using various graphic organizers of their choosing.
• Think-Pair-Share. As the teacher reads aloud, she pauses 2-3 times, guiding students to partner up
and talk about what has happened so far, what they are learning, what they think will happen next,
etc. Or the teacher may choose stopping points along the text. Students read or listen to that point and
record their thinking, and then share it with a partner. Students continue with this procedure through
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•

•

•
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the entire assigned text. Partners may then share in a small group and/or with the class.
Evaluation. Students are prompted for discussion with questions such as What did you think about
this piece? What do you think about the illustrations? Why do you think the author wrote this? Do the
characters seem real? What do you think of the way the author uses language? Students may create
posters or reviews to express their opinions about books.
Reciprocal Teaching. Students learn four strategies that are part of reciprocal teaching and then take
turns leading the group through the application process. The four strategies are: 1) Clarifying-students
ask about words they don't understand; 2) Predicting-students use information from the title and after
each paragraph to predict what the next paragraph will be about; 3) Summarizing-students develop
a summary statement that stresses the major point and only a few necessary details; 4) Questioningstudents ask a question that a teacher might ask that covers the main point of the paragraph.
Directed Reading-Thinking Activity. The student makes a prediction from a segment of text. To
begin the student may use the title and book cover. Then the student reads the next segment to confirm
or refute the prediction. A second prediction is made and the student reads to verify or refute the
prediction. This process is continued until the sections are completed.
Anticipation Guides. Teachers write ideas from the text in short declarative sentences including
erroneous and factual statements. The declarative sentences elicit predictions, and opinions about
whether the statements will be found erroneous or factual. The anticipation guide is completed and
discussed (small groups or whole class) before reading the text. Students read the text then evaluate
their predictions explaining how their answers were substantiated or modified.

Motivation
• Purpose. Create environments in which reading is done for authentic purposes, including satisfying
curiosities, learning about particular topics, answering questions, and pure entertainment.
• Interest. Use material that is of high interest. Support students in developing an interest in particular
books, topics, genres, and authors. Provide support as students learn to self-select material of interest.
• Choice. As often as possible, allow students to choose the reading material that is used for instruction
and for independent reading.
• Self-evaluation. Guide students to self-evaluate both affective and cognitive factors related to
their reading. Affective: Delve into insecurities or fears about reading, reasons for disengagement or
reluctance, efforts that the reader can make to enhance engagement. Cognitive: Delve into reading
strengths, reading needs, efforts that the reader can make to enhance growth.
• Social Experiences. Provide opportunities for meaningful discussions about literature, and provide
support as students learn to participate effectively in these discussions.
• Expectations. Show that you believe in the power of reading. Maintain high expectations for reading
with engagement. State your expectations (when, how often, for what purpose), continually emphasizing
that reading can be an engaging experience.
• Rewards. Do not provide extrinsic rewards for reading; instead, help the student develop a view of
reading itself as a reward.
• Successes. Monitor reading experiences to ensure that comprehension is successfully taking place.
• Risk Taking. Allow students to take risks and experience error. Watch for patterns of error, and
find opportunities to discuss the "smartness" of children's errors (as in reading "steps" for "stairs" or
inventing a spelling that, while unconventional, contains all of the sounds in the word).
• Ownership. Find ways for students to make decisions about reading events and about improving
reading competency.
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